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Abstract 
We propose two notions of multiplicity for the solutions (Puiseux series) of differential 
polynomials. The first one is based on the Newton-Puiseux Fine polygon and it is of 
a combinatorial nature. The second one is of a differential nature and extends the standard 
notion of algebraic multiplicity. WC show that both concepts, defined independently. are 
equivalent. We also establish the limit of the multiplicity for a given differential polynomial, and 
we give a precise procedure to reduce the multiplicity. Finally, we shall present the problem of 
computability of these entities, which still remains open. 
1. Introduction 
Given an algebraic polynomial j’~ I6 [ [X, Y]] (such that f‘(0, Y) = 0), the Weier- 
strass preparation theorem ensures the existence of a unit h E W[ [X, Y]] and 
a Weierstrass polynomial in such a way that 
.f’(X, Y) = h(X, Y)(Yl-t C#&I(x)Yr~’ + ‘.’ + $&j(X)). 
Thus, we may factor the Weierstrass polynomials in K i(X)) [Y] in order to find the 
solutions of ,f; and so a natural way to establish a concept of algebraic multiplicity for 
a solution of ,f’is available. 
Unfortunately, we have neither a Weierstrass preparation theorem nor a factoriz- 
ation one for difierential polynomials. Therefore it is not easy to find a concept of 
multiplicity of a solution extending the algebraic one. 
We shall give two notions of multiplicity. The first one will be of a combinatorial 
nature, and will be based on the Newton-Puiseux-Fine polygon algorithm which 
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allows us to construct the solutions as shown in [l, 5,7]. The second one (that we shall 
call dijiivential mulriplicity), generalizes the algebraic multiplicity. We shall show that 
both notions are equivalent. Moreover, we shall use the combinatorial multiplicity to 
show that the differential multiplicity is well defined. 
2. Combinatorial multiplicity 
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. We shall consider the 
differential rings 
A := W[[X, YI][Y,, Y2, ... I, 
B := LIY1, Yz . ..I. 
where 
L:= ~ Ui(X)Y’l3 
i 
n,.s E F& with XsUi(X) E W[[X”“]], kf’i 
i=O 
Identifying Y E Yo, we write 
dYi 
_= Yi+l, 
dX 
i=O,l, 
A is a differential subring of B. The elements of B will be called dijfiirential polynomials. 
LetfE B expressed as 
f‘= c A,,,X”y!’ = 1 A,,,X'Y"" . Yp,- E B. 
(a._p) (Z./l) 
We say that an element cp of the Puiseux series ring 
W{ (X}} := f aiXi:nI n E N, [ii E K, Vi 
i=O 
with ~(0) = 0 is a solution of ,fif 
.fCvl :=f(x,% cp’, ... , cp’“‘) = 0. (*) 
We shall construct the diagram of j’as 
D(f) := C(u - (p)JpI)I‘%,, f 01, 
with <p> = p1 + 2p, + ... + mp,,, and IpI = p,, + ... + pm. The Newton polygon of 
,f (denoted by N(,f)) is the convex hull of 
u (P + @o). 
PtD(I) 
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If p E Q >,, (or if ~1. = z), there is a unique straight line r(J p) with inclination 
p (inclination = - l/slope) which meets N(f‘) either on a side or on a vertex. The 
intersection between r(,f,p) and N(f’) determines a side (that may be reduced to 
a vertex), denoted by L(f; p). This side has an upper vertex and a lower one. We shall 
denote them by Q(f;p) and q(.J;p), respectively. 
Let P be a point of R’. The notations In(,Lp) and In(J P) will represent the part 
of ,f‘ composed by the monomials giving the points in L(,f,/t) or the point P, 
respectively. 
Let 
q,l = i CiX” 
i=l 
be an element of K { {Xi, j with ~(0) = 0. We shall consider (see (*)) 
.f; :=J .fi+l :=,fi[CiX”’ + Y], i = 1, ... 
The nature of the changes of variables involved above reveals that there exists i0 E N 
such that Q(fi,pJ = Q(,fi,,,&3 V’i 2 io (see [1,5,4]), SO that we shall call 
Piv(j; cp) := Q(.fi,,, illi,,) the piaot point of .f‘with respect to cp. Then, we can associate 
a natural number AP(f; cp), the ordinate of Piv(f, cp), to each pair (J cp). This piwt 
heiyht of fwith respect to cp will play the role of the comhinutorial multiplicity. This 
concept is well defined for f+ 0; otherwise we say that AP(0, cp) = x. 
We shall now establish the main properties of the combinatorial multiplicity. 
A technical lemma is required in order to reduce our task to the solution 0. 
Lemma 2.1. LetfE B, and cp E K{ {X} ) with q(O) = 0. Then 
Piv(j;q) = Piv(f[cp + Y],O). 
Proof. It is a consequence of the influence of the changes of variable considered on the 
Newton polygon of the transformed differential polynomials [l, 5,4]. 0 
In particular 
AP(Jc) = AP(fCp f Yl,O). 
Corollary 2.2. Let f~ B, and cp E W{ 
und on1.y Q” AP(f, cp) > 0. 
'X 1 }} with q(O) = 0. Th en cp is u solution off if 
Proof. It is readily seen that 0 is a solution of .f‘[q + Y] if and only if 
N(f) z {(u,h) E Rz 1 h > 0). By applying Lemma 2.1 the proof is complete. 0 
Let us see the valuation properties of the combinatorial multiplicity: 
Proposition 2.3. Let cp E K ( [X ) j ~?rh q(O) = 0. The map 
AP,:B +Zu{ zo} 
.f - AP(.f, cp) 
is an exponential Z-valutrtion of’B [lo]. 
Proof. First, it is easy to check that AP(j; cp) = ‘X if and only if,f= 0. 
Let .f; g E B and r := min(AP(,f; (p), AP(g, (p)). We have 
.fCV + Yl + lrc4J + Yl = u+ dIv + Yl. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, we may suppose that cp = 0. Now 
D(.f+ 9) c D(f’)uD(g) 
But 
D(f)uD(g) s ((a,h) E W'jO I h I r). 
Therefore 
Ll(.f’+ g) G {(u, h) E w/o I h I 1.) 
And it is clear that 
AP(f+ g,O) 2 min(AP(JO),AP(g,O)) 
(Notice also that if Piv(,f,cp) =I Piv(g, cp), then Piv(f’+ g,q) is the minimum of 
Piv(,f; cp) and Piv(g, q) for the inverse lexicographic order, and therefore the equality 
holds in the above formula.) 
Finally, we have 
.fCV + YIUCY + Yl = (.f.i7)Cv + Yl. 
And by Lemma 2.1 we can suppose one more time that cp = 0. Now, it is not difficult 
to prove that Piv(f;O) + Piv(g,O) = Piv(.fi/,O), and then 
AR/g, V) = APU; ~7) + AP(g. (~1. Cl 
Next, we shall see the invariance of the combinatorial multiplicity under derivation. 
Lemma 2.4. Lrt,f’~ B and cp E od ( (Xi ) lvith (p(O) = 0. Then 
(.fCv + Yl)’ =.f”CP + Yl 
Proof. This Lemma is an immediate consequence of the chain rule. 0 
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Lemma 2.5. Let ,f E B without constant monomid. Then 
Nf“) = (@I - l,h)l(u,b) E N.f)). 
Proof. If cXsY” is a monomial of,/; it is not a constant and gives in D(.f) the point: 
(Kh) := (s - QMpl). 
In ,f’. this monomial is transformed into the monomials: 
,s(Xs~l y/%y'1'1 ,,, yP"E + p,c~"y""-' ,;I+1 .., y"m m m 
+ p,cX”y”(Iy~‘~‘y~L+l . ypmnl + . . . + p,cX”Y”” . . . yp,-~ly,+l. 
All of them give the point (a - 1,h) in D(,f’), and so D(f’) = D(,f) - (1,O). 0 
Corollary 2.6. Letf e B without constant mononzial. We have 
N(f) = N(,f) - (1.0) 
Givenf E B, all the solutions of,f are clearly solutions off’, but the converse result is 
not true. 
Proposition 2.7. Let f~ B am’ q~ E K i (X ) ) with q(O) = 0 (I solution of,f: Then 
AP(j; v) = AP(j“, cp). 
Proof. Since 43 is a solution of f; ,f has not constant terms. Then by virtue of 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, we have that 
N(f“[Iv + Yl) = N((.f CY + Yl)‘) = N(.fC(P + Yl) - (LO). 
and by Lemma 2.1 we obtain the desired result. 0 
Let us emphasize that Proposition 2.7 may not hold if cp is not a solution of .fI 
3. Differential multiplicity 
If q 6 L let (s),. denote the algebraic ideal generated by 9 in L. For ,f‘~ B, [,f& 
designates the differential ideal generated byf in B [13]. 
Let cp be an element of W{(X)), the Puiseux series field over K in X. The first fact 
we must note is that Y - CJJ is not a unit in L if and only if cp E K { (X) ) and q(O) = 0. 
Thus the only relevant ideals of L of form (Y - (p)[, correspond to the solutions we 
search. 
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As a consequence of the ordinary Weierstrass preparation theorem in W[[X, Y]], 
we may obtain (as done in [4]) the following 
Lemma 3.1. Let g E L such that g =I 0. Then there are (pl, . . ,qr E K ((X} } with 
Cpi(O) = 0, i = 1, . . , r and ‘pi + ‘pj if‘ i + j, und there are s E 6.2, n, ml, . . . ,m, E N, 
u(X, Y) E K { (X1jn, Y]] a unit satisfj~ing 
g = xyr - q?,(X))” . . . (Y - Cpr(X))“~u(X, Y). 
Proof. Since g E L, there exist sl, I? E N such that X”lf~ W[[X”“, Y]]. If X = X”, 
thenf(R, Y):= Xnslg(X”, Y) E K[[XY]]. 
Now, iffis regular in Y, i.e.f(O, Y) + 0, the Weierstrass preparation theorem leads 
to the desired result. IfJ’is not regular in Y, then there are m, E N andJ; E K [ [XY]] 
regular in Y withf= Xml,fi, and after applying the Weierstrass preparation theorem 
tof,, we can easily complete the proof. 
Notice that r might be 0, if.l’or,fi is a unit. c] 
We may therefore state that: 
(1) L is a factorial domain. 
(2) L is a Noetherian ring. 
(3) The irreducible elements of L are associated to a Y - q with cp E K{ (X}} 
q(O) = 0. 
(4) L is not a local ring. The ideals (Y - cp),. for (f(X) E K { {X} > with ~(0) = 0, are 
maximal. 
With the same notation as in Lemma 3.1, we can define the ulgehruic multiplicity of 
Cpi nf, Mul(f, Cpi), as mi. If cp E K{ (X}) with ~(0) = 0 is not a solution off, we say that 
Mul(f,q) = 0. We write Mul(O,cp) = xl. 
Corollary 3.2. Let g E L und cp E K [ (X} } with q(O) = 0. Then Mul(g, cp) = 1~ if and 
only if there is h E L with h(X, cp) + 0 such that g = (Y - q)“h. 
Corollary 3.3. Let g E L, CJJ E K i (X) } with q(O) = 0 Then 
g(X,cp)=O 0 g(X,Y)E(Y-(Pk. 
Moreover, 
Corollary 3.4. Let g E L, CJJ E W({X) ) with q(O) = 0. Then 
Mul(g, q) = r 
if and only if 
g E (Y - v)> and g$(Y - cp);,“. 
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Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4 can be reformulated by using the differential ring structure of 
B. It is very easy to do this with the first of them: 
Lemma 3.5. Let y(X, Y) EL, q(X) E W{{X}} with q(O) = 0. Then 
Q(X,(P) = 0 0 cl(X, Y) E CY - CPIB 
Proof. ( +) Since (Y - ~p)~ 5 [Y - qz~]~, by Lemma 3.3 we get this result. 
(+) Suppose that g E [Y - cpls. Then q = Cr= r Ui( Y - q)“,’ with ui E B, 
i = 1, . . . ,n. Then g(X, cp) = 0, because cp is a solution of (Y - ~p)‘~‘, ‘dr E N. 0 
However, the reformulation of Corollary 3.4 (a very important point if we want to 
define a differential multiplicity which agrees with the algebraic multiplicity) offers 
more complications. The reason for this fact is that, in general, it is very difficult to 
deal with a differential ring structure (e.g., it is not possible to describe the powers of 
differential ideals as easily as the powers of algebraic ideals), and in particular with the 
structure of B. 
Surprisingly, the difficulties disappear if we use, as an auxiliary tool, the combina- 
torial multiplicity above introduced. 
Proposition 3.6. Let CJ E L, cp E I6 ( (X) } tvith q(O) = 0. Then 
AUS, cp) = Mu&g, cp). 
Proof. Mul(g, cp) = r if and only if there is h E L with 9 = (Y - cp)‘h(X, Y) and such 
that h(X, cp) # 0. Now, (Y - cp)[q$X) + Y] = Y, and D(Y) = (0,l). Thus by 
Lemma 2.1, AP( Y - cp, q) = 1. But, by Corollary 2.2, AP(h, q) = 0, and by Proposi- 
tion 2.3 we conclude that AP(<q,cp) = r. q 
In particular we have got to identify the combinatorial multiplicity with the 
algebraic one, but the real significance of this result lies in its use in the proof of the 
following: 
Lemma 3.7. Let y E L, cp E K { {X) $ with q(O) = 0. Then 
Mul(g, cp) = r 
if und only ij 
yE[Y -cp];tmdg$[Y -cp];+‘. 
Proof. ( a) Given that Mul(g, cp) = r, by Corollary 3.4 we know that y E (Y - cp); E 
I(Y - v)% E [Y - ct?lL. 
Suppose that g E [Y - y]L+ ’ We can write g as 
.L/ = c ai( Y - cp)‘m’l) (Y - v))““~**~) with ai E B 
and by the Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 we have that AP(g,cp) 2 r + 1. But by 
Proposition 3.6, AP( g, cp) = r, which is absurd. Consequently g 4 [Y - (p(X)];+ l. 
(==) Since g E(Y - q)rB. 
g = 1 Ui( Y - up)‘“,‘) (Y - q)“‘,r) with pi E B 
From Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 we have that AP(g, (p) 2 r, and Proposition 3.6 
leads to Mul(y, q~) 2 r. Now if Mul(g,(p) > r then by Lemma 3.4, 
gE(Y - (p)Lfl G [Y-q];“, but g,4[Y - cp]k+‘, therefore Mul(g,cp) = r. q 
This lemma opens the way towards defining the d#&ential multiplicity in natural 
manner: 
Definition 3.8. LetfE B and 4” E K ( (X} ) with (p(O) = 0. The differential multiplicity 
of cp in f, denoted it by Mul(,fi cp), will be said to be 
Then, if cp is not a solution of ,f: Mul(j; (p) = 0, and if f= 0, Mul(0, (f) = ccj. By 
Lemma 3.7, this concept extends the algebraic one, but it is not guaranteed yet that the 
differential multiplicity is a natural number if,f’# 0. We shall show that the differential 
multiplicity is the same as the combinatorial multiplicity, and therefore it is well 
defined. To see that we need a pair of results which allows us to reduce the study of the 
differential multiplicity to that of the case when cp = 0. 
Lemma 3.9. Let v c K ( (X > ) . The /JZL~ 
B+B 
f ++.f’CY + Yl 
is a d$fkential isomorphism. 
Corollary 3.10. LetJ’E B and cp E K i (Xi 1 \vith q(O) = 0. Then 
Mul(.f;cp) = MuU.fCq + Yl.0). 
At this stage, we may establish the main result of this paper: 
Theorem 3.11. Let f E B and cp E K ( [Xl) tvith q(O) = 0. Then 
Mul(f, cp) = AU; cp). 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 3.10 we may suppose that cp = 0. Ifj’E [Y];. 
then 
.f= 2 QY”,,, “’ ym,, with ai E B, mij, n E N 
,=I 
Since AP( Y,O) = 1, by virtue of 2.3 and 2.7 we have that AP(j;O) 2 I’, and so 
AP(.f,O) 2 Mul(.f,O) 
On the other hand, if Y = AP(,f,O), then 
N( f’) c ((ah) E W/h 2 Yj 
We shall write 
f= i (li(X, Y)Y'i"' ... y:“fit with ui E L 
i=l 
and ordy(ai(X, Y )) 2 r - mi, - ... ~ wit e mi. 
If 111, > 0, we can put ui(X, Y) = Y ““Gi(X, Y) with Cr E L. Then a,(X, Y) Yy” .. 
Y :‘,I E [Y 1; V’i and so j’~ [Y IL. We prove therefore that 
AP(j;O) I Mul(.f,O) 
which completes the proof. 0 
Now we shall expose some consequences. Most of them would be very difficult to 
prove by using only the differential ring structure of B. 
Corollary 3.12. Letf’~ B. Then cp E od ( (X) ) with q(O) = 0, is a solution off if und on/~ 
if.f E IY - (PW)IB. 
Corollary 3.13. Lrt y E K ( (X) ) tvith q(O) = 0. Then 
Corollary 3.14. Let cp E K ( (Xi ) with q(O) = 0. The map 
Mul,B +Hu(zc)- 
.f’ H MulU V) 
is an esponrntiul Z-caluution of B. 
Corollary 3.15. Letf E B, and let cp E 06 i (X) ) lvith q(O) = 0 he a solution of,f: Then 
Mul(.f. (P) = Mul(.f’, q). 
4. Multiplicity for differential ideals 
We shall extend our notions of multiplicity to the differential ideals [12,13] of B. 
Thus, if J is a differential ideal of B and cp E K ( (Xj} with ~(0) = 0, we define the 
dijftirential multiplicity of cp in J as 
Mul(J, cp) := min(Mul(f; (P)/,/‘E J) 
and the comhinutoriul multiplicit? of cp in J as 
AP(J, (p) := min (AP($ (r?)/,f’~ J) 
It is interesting to note that we may only consider the multiplicity for differential 
ideals because this notion extends the corresponding one for differential polynomials 
in the following sense: 
IffE B, one easily realizes that 
Mul(.f, 9) = Mul(C.fl,, (~1 
and 
AP(J; cp) = ARC~IB, (~1. 
It is possible to express the differential multiplicity for differential ideals in terms of 
inclusions: 
Lemma 4.1. Let J he a d$fkvztiul idcul of B und cp E I6 ((Xj > +vith q(O) = 0. Then 
Mul(J, q) = r o 
J s [Y - c/$X)]; 
J $ IIY - ~W)l;l+~ 
Proof. (3) Mul(J,cp) = r *3j’~ J with Mul(j;v) = r, and so .f‘$[Y - q(X)]k+l. 
Consequently J $ [Y - q(X)]R+ I. Moreover, for every J’E J, Mul(,f; 4”) I r. There- 
forefE [Y - (p(X)]i and J c [Y - (p(X)]‘n. 
(e) If J G [Y - q(X)]; we have that Mul(,f;cp) 2 r, for everyj”E J. On the other 
hand, since J$ [Y - cp(X)]L”, then there is ,f’~ .I such that Mul(f, cp) I r and we 
have the result. 0 
Finally we reformulate the main result: 
Theorem 4.2. Let J he a d@errntirrl ideal of B and cp E K { {X} ) with q(O) = 0. Then 
Mul(J, cp) = AP(J, cp). 
Consequently, in what follows, we shall speak of tnultiplicity in general, because all 
our notions of multiplicity are really the same. 
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5. The limits of multiplicity 
If we have a differential polynomialfE B, there is a bound for the multiplicity of the 
solutions of,f: If we exceed this limit,J’will be reducible in B. 
Proposition 5.1. Ler,f‘:=,f(x, Y, Y1, .._ , Y,,) E B. Suppose that the total degree off with 
aspect to the ~wkbles Y,, , Y,, is K Let cp E !K ( IX) 1 with (p(O) = 0 .wh thar 
Mul(f:tp) = r 2 n. Thaw thaw is 9 = g(X, Yr, . . . , Y,,,) E B rfdeyree II such that 
,f= (Y - y)*-“g. 
Proof. In view of the results Lemmas 3.9 and 2.1 we can suppose that y = 0. There are 
t, S,jE W. L/l, . . . ,(I, E L such that 
,f’= i NJX, Y)Yy . . . yk, 
i=l 
Since AP(,f,O) = r, and x7=, “ij I ~1, i = 1, , r. ordy(ni(X, Y )) 2 I’ - II. and SO ai is 
divisible by Yr-“, i = 1, . . . , t. This completes the proof. q 
Note 5.2. It is remarkable that there are no limits for the sum of the multiplicities of 
all the solutions of a differential equation. By the above discussion if we have 
a differential polynomial of order and degree one with a solution of multiplicity 
greater than 1, then it is reducible in B. However, an irreducible differential poly- 
nomial can have a lot of solutions of multiplicity one, as for Y - X Y1 which has cX as 
solution for every c E K. 
6. Reduction of multiplicity 
In [2] we can find a procedure for reducing the pivot height by differentiating the 
differential polynomial with respect to one of the differential variables Y,, Y, 
However it is necessary to specify the differentiations we may perform in order to 
reduce the multiplicity. IffE B, we shall denote 
.fY, ‘= ~fl("Yi, i = 0, ,,_ 
As a consequence of the chain rule, we have the following result which once again 
allows us to reduce our study to that of the zero solution: 
Lemma 6.1. (Cano [3]). Let J‘E B und cp E 06 ( (X)) with q(O) = 0. Then 
(.fCY + Ylh; =fl:Cy + Yl> i = 0, 
Lemma 6.2. Letf~ B and y E K ( (X) } ~t.ith q(O) = 0. Then 
Wf; V) 2 AP(,f,,, ~1 + 1. 
Proof. Let r = AP(f; q). Taking into account Lemmas 2.1 and 6.1 we may suppose 
that q = 0. If (u, b) E D( .f) then either it disappear or gives the point (a + i, h - 1) in 
D(,fr,), and so, give that 
O(S) c {(a, h) E [W2/h r r ), 
we have 
Lemma 6.3. Letf~ B awl y E W{ (X) ) Crh q(O) = 0. Then 
Mul(f; V) = MUM,, cp) + 1 
fund only [f the vuriuhle Yi OL’CUYS explicitly in In(,f’[cp + Y 1, ccl). 
Proof. Let r = AP(,J cp). The proof is the same as in Lemma 6.2, but now we observe 
that D(fr,) has a point at height r - 1 if and only if at least one of the monomials 
giving points of D(f) at height r depends on the variable Yi. 0 
Lemma 6.4. Letfe B and cp E K ( [X) 1 bcith q(O) = 0. Then 
Piv(fi q) + (i, - 1) = Piv(&, (i?) 
fund only if Yi appears in e.xplicit,fi,rnz in In( .f’[q + Y], Piv(f; cp)). 
Proof. Let r = AP(J;q). The proof proceeds in the same way as in Lemma 6.3, but 
now we have that Piv(fr,,O) = Piv(,f; 0) + (i - 1) if and only if the variable 
Yi appears in In(JPiv(f,O)). 0 
If we want to determine In(f‘[q + Y], Piv(,f;q)) it is not necessary to make the 
complete substitutionf[cp + Y 1. We can restrict ourselves to making a finite number 
of substitutions, just for reaching the pivot point. If we should have a method for 
determining when the pivot is reached, Lemma 6.4 would be an effective result. 
Observe however that Lemma 6.3 in general is not effective, because it requires the 
complete substitution in order to determine some of the valid Yi. 
We may reduce the multiplicity as much as we want: 
Corollary 6.5. Let f’~ B and cp E K { {X ) ) with (p(O) = 0 and r = Mul(f, cp). For every 
i E (0, . , r) there are j,, ,,jr_i E N (not uniyue in general) such that 
Wf& Y,,_,, cp) = Piv(f; q) + (,ji + f.. +,jl-i,i - r). 
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In particular 
AP(fyi, Y,, ,> cp) = i. 
Corollary 6.6. Let f~ B and cp E I6 { (X) ] with ~(0) = 0 and r = Mul(,J cp). For every 
i E (0, , r), there are j,, . ,,j,_ i E N (not unique in general) such thut 
MuKf;,, Y,, ,> v) = i. 
Now we shall present two examples illustrating how the choice of the variable of 
differentiation plays an important role if we want to reduce the multiplicity. 
Example 6.7. Let .f‘:= XY’Y, + X3YI. We have AP(f,O) = 1, and ,fy = 2XYYr. 
Consequently AP(J;,O) = 2. 
Example 6.8. Let .f’:= XY’Y, + X3Y. Then AP(f,O) = 1, .f;, = XY2 and 
AP(f;,,O) = 2. 
7. The ring A 
It is usually more interesting to consider differential polynomials in the ring 
A rather than in B. Fortunately, the above results on multiplicity can be extended to 
the ring A in the following way: Let Y E Q ,0, a E I6 - CO}, and cp E K ({X) } with 
~(0) = 0. We consider the homomorphism of rings: 
*,., : B + B 
x HUX’ 
Note that $*,, is not a differential homomorphism. Consider the following: 
Example 7.1. 
l/b,,I(Y’) = Y*X’-*jr, 
but 
($,.1(Y)) = YI. 
Lemma 7.2. The homomorphi,sm $,., is injectiuefor ull a E K - {O}. Moreocer, $,:n,a is 
hjjectiw Vn E N und its incerse is *n,, “. 
Lemma 7.3. For every h E lib 
ti,.U(.f’CV + bYI1 = (tir.uu”))C~r.u((P + hY)l. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for Yi, i 2 0. The proof is merely of a combinatorial 
nature. 0 
Lemma 7.4. Ij’,f‘~ A, n E b& md ; is (I nth root of’ the unit, then 
rG/lhL5(tin.l(f’)) =f. 
Proof. For X” with M E k4 the proof is immediate. For Yi, 2 0, the reasoning is of 
a combinatorial nature. 0 
Observe that this result does not hold in the ring B as seen in the following example. 
Example 7.5. Considerf = Y - X” ‘), H = 2, (I = 1 and 5 = - 1. Then 
Proposition 7.6. Let ,f’~ A, cp = IF= 1 (‘iXi,“’ md let < he n nth root of’ the unit. !f 
(pl := Cl% 1 c~(<X)‘~~, then 
M4.f; v) = MuUf, (PI 1. 
Proof. First we have: 
‘Pl = ~l!n,rwn.l((P))> and thus [pl + Y = $l,..J$n,l(~ + Y)). 
Next, by applying this and Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, we have 
.fCVi + Yl = ~li,.:(~,l.l(.f))C~,,n.:(~n.1(41 + Y))l 
= ti1,ln,<(lCln, 1 U)C~n  1 (cp + y 11, = ICl,;n,r(ti,,. 1 u”C4o + Yl)). 
Now it is easy to see that if 11 E A with ,f[q + Y] = y(X”“, Y, Y,, . . ), then 
IcI1:!l.:(tin, 1 Cf‘Cv + Yl)) = S(U’!“~ Y, YI, . . . 1, and so N(fCq + Yl) = N($I~,,,(ti,,I 
(.f’[v + Yl))). Thus 
Mul(,f,cp) = MuUfCv + Yl,O) = Mul(f’C~, + Yl,O) = Mul(J;cp,). 0 
Corollary 7.7. Let f’s A hr of’ d~~rmti~~l order nz and degree n in Y1, , Y,,,. !f 
cp E W( ix>) with (p(O) = 0 and Mul(,f; cp) = r 2 n, then there is g E A ofd~firentia/ 
order WI and degree n such thutj’=f’Gm”q, where,fip = nr= 1 (Y - cp(r’X)) is the irredu- 
cible equation off in A, 4 being a nth primitiw root of the unit. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Propositions 7.6 and 5.1. 0 
In particular we have: 
Corollary 7.8. Let ,f E A he of order und degree one and irreducible in A. Then all 
solutions qf,f hate multiplicity, ow. 
Lemma 7.9. Letj’E A he oforder und degree one mnd irreducible in A, und q E K { {X) i 
\vith q(0) = 0. Then 
Mul(f;cp) = 1 + Mul(ef/?Y,,q) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that f =,f,,(X, Y) + Ylfi (x y). If Yi does not occur in 
In(,f[q + Y], z), then Mul(ef[q + Y]/C:Y,,O) 2 1 and so Mul(~f/2Y1,~) 2 1, 
therefore cp is a solution of fi and of ,fo. By Proposition 7.6 the conjugates of cp are also 
solutions of ,fb and ,f,, and there is a nonunit common divisor of ,fo an f, in A, which 
contradicts the irreducibility of ,f: Then Yi is occurs in In(.f’[q + Y],O), and by 
Lemma 6.3 we arrive at the conclusion of the lemma. 0 
Corollary 7.10. [ff E A is irreducible andf =,f;(X, Y ) +.f; (X, Y ) Y1, then the solutions 
off (Ire neither solutions qf.fo nor off,. 
8. Computability of multiplicity 
It is very difficult to compute the multiplicity by making use of the differential ring 
structure of B. It seems more suitable to undertake this computation by using the 
combinatorial notion of multiplicity. Unfortunately at this moment we have no 
algorithm to compute the pivot point, or at least the pivot height, available. The 
algorithm of the NewtonPuiseux-Fine polygon for constructing solutions of a differ- 
ential polynomial is implementable, and we have worked out ./PoliQif, a Maple 
V implementation of this methods; thus we intend to implement a method (if it would 
exist) to compute the pivot point. 
We are highly interested in the problem of the computability of the pivot point. This 
paper shows that this interest is justified in order to obtain a method to compute the 
multiplicity. The problem remains open at the present time. The first question is the 
following: Is the pivot point computable’? If the answer is yes, the second question 
would be: How may we compute it? 
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